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The Knowledge for Use (K4U) project at Durham University has recently undertaken research
leading to (1) a theory of change (Cartwright, Charlton, et al. forthcoming) and (2) an account of
the underlying ontological features (i.e. the mechanism or system) that afford such change
(Cartwright, Pemberton & Wieten 2020). This body of work aims to achieve a considerable degree
of generality, and therefore embraces a fairly high level of abstraction. The aims of K4U are,
though, oriented to the practical application of knowledge. The aim of this note is to help secure
the link of this recent research to practical use by setting out a detailed example of how this
research might apply in practice.
The example chosen is based on the exemplary recent work of Eileen Munro in child protection
policy. At the peak of the ‘audit and accountability’ drive, child protection regulations in England
increased the prescription of what child-protection social workers must do in interacting with
families and children, what must be recorded and what deadlines must be met. This was intended
to increase transparency, consistency and timeliness and thereby to improve outcomes for
children and young people (CYP) who might be under threat. The Munro Review of Child
Protection (Munro 2011) argues that this increased prescription also had harmful effects by
initiating negative feedback loops acting in the contrary direction.
These negative causal processes are not self-standing, there is a reason why they obtain. This is
equally true for those processes that exert positive influences. There is no general causal principle
to the effect that issuing the particular kinds of mandates dictated in the child-protection
regulations Munro discusses either improves, or harms, the welfare of children and young people.
Each can be true in some settings and not others. Which these are depends on specific features
and arrangements that hold in the settings, features that are not usually referred to in
descriptions of the processes themselves. Whether positive or negative for the outcomes of
interest, the reasons a causal process is possible, or probable, or not in a setting lie in the broader
social, economic and cultural structures that obtain in that setting. As Eileen Munro claims, child
protection is a systems’ problem. (Munro 2005)
We have developed slides, set out in the appendix, based on the increased prescription of practice
impact loops identified by Munro. These slides have two aims. First, we provide a fuller
description of the process itself, to supply for it a ‘causal-process-tracing theory of change’ (pToC)
of the kind recommended in Cartwright, Charlton et al forthcoming. This description lays out stepby-step how this process unfolds, describes the causal principles under which each step leads to
the next and catalogues the support factors necessary for this to happen.1 Second, we identify
features of the underlying system that could afford such a causal process and describe how they
do so. We note that what we have done is an armchair activity. We tell one plausible story. A
priori, there are other plausible stories that can also do the job. Which story is right for the
settings Munro is concerned with depends on the actual facts. Just as it took serious empirical
research to arrive at the causal process descriptions in the Munro Review, so too it takes serious
empirical research to flesh out the process diagrams in the Review to a fuller pToC of the kind we
offer. The same is true for the structural assumptions. The system features we sketch could give
rise to the pToC we offer. But different structures can support the same cause-effect relations.
Finding which is right is a matter for empirical investigation.
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A good pToC will also chart possible derailers of the causal process and possible safeguards against these. For ease of
illustration, we have omitted derailers and safeguards in our example.
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Cartwright, Pemberton and Wieten (CPW) (Mechanisms, laws and explanation) suppose that for
each causal process that occurs, there must be an underlying mechanism – or, in Munro’s
language, a system – that affords it. Such a mechanism comprises a set P of parts displaying a
specific set ϒ of features in an arrangement A which operating together in that arrangement
without interference can give rise to that process.
The CPW account makes heavy use of the fact that the arrangement of parts (as in a mechanism)
may introduce new features that the parts do not have by themselves. A strong branch, or a
shovel, balanced over a rock or a log becomes a lever, whether with its end wedged under a wheel
to heave a car out of the mud or functioning as a seesaw. Such features will then be subject to
new (causal) principles or laws that were not relevant to them before – a lever obeys the law of
the lever wherever it is found. These principles are crucial to what happens; they govern what
each step in the causal process will lead to at the next. So identifying clearly these principles is an
important step in articulating the causal set-up in a way that facilitates the design and
implementation of interventions. In social policy cases like those of concern in the Munro Review
these principles will often refer to familiar individual or institutional psychological or sociological
dispositions, like ‘People respond to incentives’ or institutional inertia – ‘The more people
involved, the harder it is to produce change.’2
In order to identify these principles, it is helpful, perhaps necessary, to identify the parts salient to
the operation of the mechanism/system, their arrangement, and the salient features.
Identification of the mechanism/system in this way facilitates identification of the relevant causal
principles, the support factors required for them to operate and the features that can derail the
production of their effects, and the reverse. The causal principles identified invariably operate
ceteris paribus. Recognizing the mechanism that grounds the causal principle is a starting point for
identifying the ceteris paribus conditions relevant to its operation – and these CP conditions may
in turn point to support factors and derailers and how they affect the chance of the causal process
carrying through as envisaged. In general, coming up with an adequate empirically- and
theoretically-grounded account will involve a back-and-forth process between the description of
the pToC and that of the underlying mechanism/system that affords it.
In the pToC posited for the Munro negative loop represented in the slides we suppose that the
following are descriptive of parts of the mechanism-underlying step 1 (see S1):
1. Economic & social system that makes jobs necessary for income and self-respect
2. Regulatory system that permits firing
3. People suitable to become social workers that are available for training and hire
Step 1 supposes that issuing a mandate for the new scheme to social workers results in their
following the mandate. We could suppose that the causal principle involved is ‘Issuing mandates
to people causes those people to follow them’. This is a weak principle full of exceptions, one we
have learned not to rely on heavily in policy contexts. (Think of all those studies in development
economics of various ways to ensure that village teachers show up and stay to do the work they
are paid for.) But the underlying system that we have sketched calls on a stronger principle with
fewer exceptions: ‘People follow mandates if incentives to do so are strong enough to overcome
motives to do otherwise’. Notice that this principle employs concepts that don’t appear in the
surface-level pToC. They can only be observed to obtain by looking at the broader
2

For more about these kinds of principles, see Cartwright, Charlton, et al. forthcoming.
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mechanism/system in which the cause is inserted. The new causal principle involves
incentivization – but none of 1-3 individually is an incentive. However, 1-3 together in the given
context yield an incentive for the social worker to comply with work mandates. The incentive is a
feature of the underlying system due to the features and arrangements of its parts – and the
causal principle in play relates to this feature.
In other cases, the principles which underwrite the cause-effect relations at a given step may be
apparent from the surface description alone without delving into further consideration of the
nature of the broader system.3

3

Nevertheless, on the CPW account, the surface description of the change at the head of the causal arrow as well as
of the effect at the end must still be allowed by the underlying system and will often be afforded by it. So those
descriptions rely on generally unarticulated assumptions about that system.
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